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List of publications


“The Sin or a Disease?” (Collection of articles and interviews on alcoholism and recovery). Published by Stefan Batory Foundation, 1997.


Contributions to the “East European Constitutional Review” Quarterly. (Over 15 contributions between 1991 and 1997.)


In German

In Italian

Books in Polish
Rzeczpospolita obywateli (Citizens’ Republic). Rosner i Wspolnicy 2004. (An essay on the transformation from Communism and a state of civil society in Poland.)

Rehab (Rehab). Iskry 2003. (A novel on recovery from alcoholism.)


Twoja Konstytucja. (Your Constitution). Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, Warszawa 1997. (A popular account of the constitution-making and of the content of the new Constitution for Poland.)


Poznac swiat. ("To Get to Know the World.") Czytelnik, Warszawa, 1989. A book of interviews on changing paradigm in science with thinkers and intellectuals from various nations.


Wizje Stanow Zjednoczonych w pismach Ojcow-Zalożycieli. ("Visions of the United States in the Eyes of the Founding Fathers.") PIW, Warszawa, 1977. A bicentennial volume of selections from writings of the Founding Fathers with a comprehensive introduction on social thought in the formative period of the United States, with notes, chronology, bibliographical notes, etc.


Since 1967, Osiatynski has written more than 500 articles, essays, interviews and commentaries on various subjects concerning social, political, historical and legal issues in scholarly and popular periodicals and magazines in Poland and abroad.